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FOIL it! (Shekhar et al, 2017)
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The Image Captioning task

http://cs.stanford.edu/people/karpathy/deepimagesent/
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Image Captioning

• Image captioning is hard: it involves several complex
perceptual and linguistic skills (in theory!)

• Object recognition: What is in the image?

• Scene interpretation: What is happening? What are the
most important features of the image?

• Linguistic generation: Produce a sentence that will
faithfully describe the scene and sound natural to a human
being.
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The VQA task (Antol 2015)

http://visualqa.org/
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VQA: an alternative to the Turing test?

• VQA requires an advanced level of reasoning on the part
of the machine.
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VQA: requirements

• Fine-grained recognition: What kind of cheese is on the
pizza?

• Object detection: How many bikes are there?

• Activity recognition: Is this man crying?

• Knowledge-base reasoning: Is this a vegetarian pizza?

• Commonsense reasoning: Is this person expecting
company?
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Problem: simple models do well.

Zhou et al (2015)
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The linguistic bias

Source: VQA dataset
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Requirements for dataset creation

• Most current LaVi datasets fail to provide problems where
a true integration between linguistic and visual input is
required.

• The resulting models look intelligent, but they’re not!

• A dataset should be tested for linguistic bias (how well
does it do on a task when only linguistic information is
provided).
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Strategies to challenge the systems

• Introduce confusion in the visual data: very similar images
result in different answers.

• Introduce confusion in the text data: very similar captions
result in different answers.

• New tasks.
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Using abstract scenes
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The FOIL dataset (Shekhar et al, 2017)
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MS-COCO

• COCO: Common Objects
in COntext. Sponsored by
Microsoft.

• Image recognition,
segmentation and
captioning dataset.

• Precise object localisation.
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MS-COCO

• 300,000 images from Flickr with 2.5M instances,
concentrating on 91 objects that would be recognised by a
4-year old, including real settings.
• 91 objects belong to 11 super-categories (animals,

vehicles, etc).
• We only use the training/development set of the 2014

version.
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FOIL - Generation of replacement word pairs

• We pair together words belonging to the same
supercategory:
bicycle::motorcycle, lorry::car, bird::dog, etc

• Only 73 of the existing 91 categories are used (the
remainder contain multiword expressions, e.g. traffic light).

• We obtain 472 target::foil pairs.
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FOIL - Splitting of replacement pairs into train/test sets

• We want to make sure that the system does not learn
trivial correlations from the training set.
• For each super-category, we split the replacement pairs

between train and test sets:
• E.g. bicycle::motorcycle in training, lorry::car in testing.

• This is to ensure that the system does not learn to
automatically replace bicycle with motorcycle regardless of
what the image actually shows, and scores well on the test
set because those pairs occur there too.
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FOIL - Generation of foil captions

• We ensure we replace words that refer to visually salient
objects.

• We ensure we use foil words that are not visually present
in the image.

• We only replace words that occur in more than one caption
for that image.

• We only select replacements that are not in the annotated
labels for that image.
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FOIL - Mining the hardest foil captions

• We use a state-of-the-art captioning system to find out how
‘hard’ each foil caption is.

• The closer a foil is to the caption predicted by the system,
the harder it will be to identify.
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FOIL - Mining the hardest foil captions
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FOIL - Evaluating Task 1

• VQA: input sentence and image, output True/False.
• IC: check probability of generating a word at a particular

sentence position:
• [Test caption] Three motorcycle riders, some trees and a

pigeon.
• [IC generated] Three bicycle riders, some trees and a

pigeon.
• PIC(caption|image) > Ptest(caption|image)
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FOIL - Evaluating Task 2

• VQA: occlude each word in test caption, check change in
output probability:
• [Test caption] Three motorcycle riders, some trees and a

pigeon.
• [Occluded version] Three ___ riders, some trees and a

pigeon.
• Poccluded (True|caption, image) > Ptest(True|caption, image)

• IC: see Task 1. Which replacement results in higher
probability?
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FOIL - Evaluating Task 3

• From all words in the vocabulary, which one increases
• VQA: the probability of the caption to be correct?
• IC: the probability of the caption given the image?
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The FOIL dataset (Shekhar et al, 2017)
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Many speakers, many worlds (Herbelot &
Vecchi 2015)
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The research question

• How do native speakers of English model relations
between non-grounded sets?
• Given the generic Bats are blind :

• how do humans quantify the statement? (some, most, all
bats?)

• what does this say about their concepts of bat and
blindness?

• Problem: explicit quantification cannot directly be studied
from corpora, being rare in naturally occurring text (7% of
all NPs – see Herbelot & Copestake 2011).
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Quantifying the McRae norms

• The McRae norms (2005): a set of feature norms elicited
from 725 human participants for 541 concepts.
• The dataset contains 7257 concept-feature pairs such as:

• airplane used-for-passengers
• bear is-brown

• ... quantified.
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Annotation setup

• Three native English speakers (one Southeast-Asian and
two American speakers, all computer science students.

• For each concept-feature pair (C, f ) in the norms, provide
a label expressing the ratio of instances of C having the
feature f .

• Allowable labels: NO, FEW, SOME, MOST, ALL.

• An additional label, KIND, for usages of the concept as a
kind (e.g. beaver symbol-of-Canada).
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Minimising quantifier pragmatics

• The quantification of bats are blind depends on:
• the speaker’s beliefs about the concepts bat and blind

(lexical semantics, world knowledge);
• their personal interpretation of quantifiers in context

(pragmatics of quantifier use).

• We focus on what people believe about the actual state of
the world (regardless of their way of expressing it), and
how this relates to their conceptual and lexical knowledge.

• The meaning of the labels NO,FEW,SOME,MOST,ALL must
be fixed (as much as possible!)
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Annotation guidelines

• ALL: ‘true universal’ which either a) doesn’t allow
exceptions (as in the pair cat is-mammal) or b) may allow
some conceivable but ‘unheard-of’ exceptions.

• MOST: all majority cases, including those where the
annotator knew of actual real-world exceptions to a
near-definitional norm.

• NO/FEW mirror ALL/MOST.

• SOME is not associated with any specific instructions.

• Additional guidelines: in case of hesitation, choose the
label corresponding to lower set overlap (i.e. prefer SOME

to MOST, MOST to ALL, etc).
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Example annotations

Concept Feature

ape

is_muscular ALL

is_wooly MOST

lives_on_coasts SOME

is_blind FEW

tricycle

has_3_wheels ALL

used_by_children MOST

is_small SOME

used_for_transportation FEW

a_bike NO

Table 1: Example annotations for McRae feature norms.

• Participants took 20 or less hours to complete the task,
which they did at their own pace, in as many sessions as
they wished. 31



Class distribution
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Inter-annotator agreement

• We need an inter-annotator agreement measure that
assumes separate distributions for all three coders.

• We would also like to account for the seriousness of the
disagreements: a disagreement between NO and ALL

should be penalised more than one between MOST and
ALL.

• Weighted Kappa (κw , Cohen 1968) satisfies both
requirements:

κw = 1−
∑k

i=1
∑k

j=1 wijoij∑k
i=1

∑k
j=1 wijeij

(1)
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The weight matrix

• Weighted kappa requires a weight matrix to be set, to
quantify disagreements.

• Setup 1: we use prevalence estimates from the work of
Khemlani et al (2009) (after some mapping of their
classification to ours).

• Setup 2: we exhaustively search the space of possible
weights and report the highest agreement – under the
assumption that more accurate prevalence estimates will
result in higher agreement.
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Prevalence estimates (Khemlani et al 2009)

Predication type Example Prevalence
Principled Dogs have tails 92%
Quasi-definitional Triangles have three sides 92%
Majority Cars have radios 70%
Minority characteristic Lions have manes 64%
High-prevalence Canadians are right-handed 60%
Striking Pit bulls maul children 33%
Low-prevalence Rooms are round 17%
False-as-existentials Sharks have wings 5%

Table 2: Classes of generic statements with associated prevalence,
as per Khemlani (2009).
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Results

κ12
w κ13

w κ23
w κA

w

full
KH09 .37 .34 .50 .40
BEST .44 .40 .50 .45

maj
KH09 .49 .48 .60 .52
BEST .57 .53 .67 .59

Table 3: κw for MCRAEfull and MCRAEmaj . Best estimates for
exhaustive search are NO (0%), FEW (5%), SOME (35%), MOST

(95%), ALL (100%)
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Per-feature agreement

BR Label Example Freq. κ12
w κ13

w κ23
w κA

w

taxonomic axe a_tool 713 .66 .48 .56 .57
visual-form ball is_round 2330 .48 .44 .54 .49
function hoe used_for_farming 1489 .36 .35 .50 .40
encyclopaedic wasp builds_nests 1361 .39 .34 .37 .37
visual-colour pen is_red 421 .44 .27 .30 .34
visual-motion canoe floats 332 .28 .20 .46 .31
smell skunk smells_bad 24 .34 .48 .12 .31
taste pear tastes_sweet 84 .22 .29 .36 .29
tactile toaster is _hot 242 .19 .31 .30 .27
sound tuba is_loud 143 .11 .10 .36 .19

Table 4: Per-feature agreement for MCRAEfull , sorted by κA
w
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Problems

• Concepts: What is a cow?
Bulls are cows

• Gradable adjectives: loud, quiet

• Implicit modality:
(some/all) missiles explode.
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General observations

• Substantial agreement on the majority test set: humans do
have similar ‘models’ of the world (phew!)

• Even when features are reliably produced for a given
concept, their quantification may vary significantly between
annotators.

• Agreement is highly dependent on the corresponding
functional or sensory type.

• No wonder children acquire generics before quantifiers...

• No wonder explicit quantification is infrequent (a cause for
disagreements)...
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Many speakers, many worlds

• There isn’t one model of the world out there. There are as
many world as there are speakers. (Bad for a cognitively
plausible truth-theoretic semantics.)

• Can we explain how models emerge in a
speaker-dependent way?

• Can we explain how the speaker-dependent models
significantly overlap?
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